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1SO I GIVE CASH PAIN
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3AND I LOVE WITH FEAR
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5I WIN AND DESIRE DRUGS
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7YOU HATE DRUGS NOT DESIRE
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9SEX OR FEAR I WIN
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THRU FEAR YOU RUIN DRUGS
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WE SEX OR GRIEF RUIN
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WE RUIN POWER AND JOY
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WE DESIRE AND GIVE LOVE
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FOR YOU WIN DRUGS FEAR
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WE SELL DRUGS OR ANGER
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YOU HATE FEAR NOT FUN
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WE SELL DRUGS NOT ANGER
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THRU YOU DRUGS WIN ANGER
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I DESIRE AND NEED CASH
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DESIRE YOU NEED NOT SEX
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SEX YOU SELL NOT FEAR
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I SO HATE LOVEJOY
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I HATE AND DESIRE DRUGS
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